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Forecasting, Planning, and Asset Replacement Schedule
An asset management plan defines the activities that will be implemented
and the resources that will be applied towards meeting the asset
management objectives and the board overall objectives.
As a basic rule, all boards should adopt policies that direct all assets will be
maintained at a level that protects capital investment and minimizes future
maintenance and replacement cost.

Board Objectives and Strategic Prorities
1)

The system ensures leader and teacher effectiveness and student learning across all grades
and courses.

2)

The system implements a comprehensive assessment system that generates a range of data
and student learning and system effectiveness and uses the results to guide continuous
academic improvement.

3)

The system leadership, staff, and community maintain and communicate a culture of high
expectations for learning as well as shared values and beliefs.

4)

The system maintains facilities, services, and equipment to provide a safe, clean, and
healthy environment for all students and staff.
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Forecasting Assets With Future Demand
 The underlying driver of future demand in Baldwin County is
forecasting student growth.
Factoring in Pre‐K through 12th Grade; Baldwin County saw an
increase of 5,527 students since 2007/2008 school year.
That represents a 21% increase in Student Enrollment.
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Forecasting Demand
A huge factor in asset management is forecasting demand.
Student Enrollment directly impacts demand for all asset classes.
Facilities, School Buses, Furniture, Textbooks, Computers, Food Cost etc.

What Do We Use To Try To
Get Out In Front of This Growth.
Two different methods we use for forecasting student growth or declines in
certain areas.
Cohort (grade survivability) method is tied to reported enrollment by each
school.
SchoolSite Projections (commercial extension to our GIS ArcGIS software)
method inputs housing and student point location data into the calculation.
Cohort and SchoolSite projections are done for each school which rolls up into
each feeder pattern and the District as a whole.

How Cohort Projections Are Done
Cohort Projection are not just useful for projecting student growth
but also for projecting student declines per school.
How the projections are done:
Birth data is used to project the kindergarten class.
Student enrollment data (ADM) is used to determine cohort factors for grade
survivability.
A factor is generated for each grade except kindergarten.
Then the cohort factor is applied for each grade to yield a projection.
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County Birth Data


Alabama Department of Public Health Can Provide Birth Data by Zip Code.

Example of How to Compute Cohort Projections

124 x 1.04= 128 (Fifth Grade Projection)

Cohort Projection Rate
Cohort Rate factors in the “survivor rate” (for example how many kids from 1st
Grade make it to 2nd Grade factoring in students that move in and out). Above
1.00 represents growth; below 1.00 represents a decline grade over grade
These cohort figures are extrapolated up from Kindergarten all the way to
High School by grade, school, feeder pattern, and district.

Difference between
Projection and
Actual Enrollment

Averaging around a 1%
Margin of Error

How to Calculate The Cohort Factor

Calculated using a 5 year exponential moving average, which is just a weighted average that give more weighting
or importance to recent enrollment data than a simple moving average does.
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Let Excel To The Math

School Site Projections
This is an add on component to our existing GIS software through an subscription to Market
Graphics.
We track all approved subdivisions through Market Graphics which provide quarterly updates.
This allows us to take updated housing data and implement into our projections.
Once student addresses are mapped within the system this helps to provide data for calculating an
estimated student yield factor per house for certain areas in the county.
This data is also critical when evaluating rezoning options.
This data is an important factor for growing systems, in our situation it is pretty overwhelming.
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Every red dot represents a
new approved subdivision.
A red dot can represent a
planned subdivision
ranging from 10 homes to
over 1,200 new homes.
215 subdivisions, 24,302
lots approved with only
6,957 currently occupied

Planning
Our student enrollment projections represents the underlying document that drives many of our countywide
decisions.

Planning
You can create an estimate for what schools you need to prepare
additional resources for.
Everything from Class size Reduction Units, Computers, Furniture,
School Buses, Textbooks, CNP purchases, Portable Classrooms, etc.
Its better to be over prepared than to be surprised when school starts.
Use it as a budget tool to be ready.
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Useful Life of an Asset
Once demand is projected. In most cases follow your useful life estimates for depreciation purposes.

Putting the Pieces Together

Projecting Demand

Resources to
Accommodate
Demand

Evaluate What Can
Be Accommodated
Financially

Useful Life of Assets
Purchased

Pulling Demand and
Asset Life into a
Multi‐Year Plan with
Refresh Cycles to
Meet Student
Educational Needs

Questions??
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